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CHAPTER I

INTRODCT ION

The object of this study is to develop an efficient numerical
solution for the high-frequency radiation patterns of a spheriod-
mounted antenna. The Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) is[employed for the pattern calculation of which the creeping wave (l]
solution in the shadow region is of particular interest here.
According to the generalized Fermat's principle, a ray emanating from a
source, which is located on the surface, follows a geodesic path on the
surface and continually sheds energy into the shadow region. Such a
creeping wave mechanism is illustrated in Figure l(a), from which it
can be seen that a ray traverses from the source point Q' to the
diffraction point Q, and then propagates along the geodesic tangent at
Q toward the observation point P . Since most parameters invlved in
the pattern calculation are related to the ray path, the geodesic
solution on the surface constitutes a major portion of this study.
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Figure 1. Ray paths in the shadow and lit regions.
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The spheroid is studied because of its three dimensional nature L
in that it can be used to simulate an aircraft or missile fuselage.
For a flush-mounted airborne antenna, the fuselage has a dominant
effect on the resulting radiation pattern. Previously [2) the fuselage
was simulated by an elliptic cylinder; however, the cylinder model
could not predict the pattern close to the nose or tail sectors, where
the deviation from the physical situation becomes very prominent.
Previous attempts (2], using the spheroid model, employed calculus of
variations or tensor analysis to calculate the geodesic path The
resulting algorithms were very time-consuming and virtually Upractical
to use. Therefore, a perturbation method is presented here in anL
attempt to combine the simplicity of the cylinder or cone solution with
the generality of the prolate spheroid.

Before examining our perturbation approach, it is appropriate to
study the basic radiation mechanisms in some detail in that they
suggest the present solution. The ray analysis in the lit region can be
rather straiqhtforwardly analyzed for eny convex surface; howevwr. the
geodesics which are necessary to treat the shadow region dictate what
surfaces can be efficiently analyzed. In the shadow region, the energy
propagates outward from the source along the geodesic paths. As the I
energy flows around the surface, it is continuously diffracted along
the geodesic tangent toward the field point such that the significant
effect of the surface is associated with a region around the source.
In fact, for a prolate spheroid, the sigrificant portion of the surface,
which is associated with the dominant epergy, may look as shown in
Figure 2. Note that this region can be specified by following the
various geodesic paths until the radiation level along a given path
becomes insignificant, i.e., more than 40 db below the pattern
maximum. With this in mind, it is clear that one could represent the
prolate spheroid by a structure which simulates the circular cross-
section completely; however, the profile (i.e., the elliptic curve)
could be approximated by a simpler shape in that the significant energy
region does not cover a large portion of the profile shape.
Consequently, a right circular cone perturbation is chosen here to
simulate the spheroid which in turn can be used to model a fuselage.
This perturbation model is illustrated in Figure 3 for a source r -

located near one end of the spheroid. Note that if the antenna is
placed at the center of the spheroid, the cone actually becomes a
right circular cylinder.

In that the cone is a developed surface, one can unfold the cone
such that a planar structure results. The geodesics associated with
the cone are, then, straight lines on this planar structure. In order
to allow for a geodesic solution between the simplicity of the cone
and the rigor of the spheroid, one can perturb the cone by bending it
along its generator as illustrated in Figure 3(b). In that a
perturbation technique is employed, the geodesic paths for the cone are U
simply modified such that the solution for the spheroid is basically
straightforward and is the basis for this thesis, It is obvious that
one cannot use this perturbation if significant energy propagates great

2
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GEODESIC PATHS

Figure 2. The region of significant energy flow from an
antenna mounted on a prolate spheroid.
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Figure 3(a). Cone simulation.
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Figure 3(b). Cone perturbation model.
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Idistances along the surface. However, as discussed above, the energy

which propagates great distances along the spheroid generator becomes
3l insignificant in magnitude such that one need not solve for the true
5 geodesic paths outside the region shown in Figure 3. The simplicity

of these perturbed geodesic paths allows one to very efficiently
rdetermine the significant ray paths on the prolate spheroid.

It is noted that, since GTD is a high-frequency method, the lower
frequency limit of this solution is dictated by the electricalfi dimensions of the spheroid, i.e., the semi-minor axis of the spheroid
is required to be at least a wavelength.

- The curved surface diffraction solutions employed here are
I. briefly discussed in Chapter II. The parameters needed for this GTD

solution are described in Chapter III in terms of the cylinder and coi
perturbations used to simulate the geodesic paths on the spheroid.
Analytic results are compared with various measurements in Chapter IV
Finally, a summary of this study Is made in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. INTRODUCTION

The radiated field of a spheroid-mounted antenna is analyied
using the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD). The surface is
assumed to be perfectly conducting, and the surrounding medium is free
space. An exp (jut) time dependence is understood and suppressed in the
following formulations.

Consider an infinitesimal, magnetic current moment df (Q') or an
electric current moment dFe(Q') located on a perfectly condlcting
convex surface as shown in Figure 1; the sources

dPm(Q') = r(Q')xn'da'
mi

and d~e(Q') = I(V')dx'n'^

pertain to the aperture and monopole type excitations with

= electric field at Q',

no = outward unit surface normal at Q',

da' = area element at Q',

I(') = electric current distribution on the monopole, and

1' = distance parameter along the monopole.

According to geometrical optics, the space surrounding the source is
divided into an illuminated and shadow region by a plane tangent to the
surface at Q'. This plane is referred to as a shadow Loundary. Since
the field in the deep lit region is essentially that obtained from
geometrical optics, and the field in the deep shadow region is
relatively weak, the solution for the transition region adjacent to the
shadow boundary is of more interest and discussed below.

B. SHADOW REGION L
The creeping wave mechanism in the shadow region is illustrated

in Figure 4. From the generalized Fermat's principle, a ray emanating

63
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(a) Perspective view of a surface diffracted ray tube (enlarged view).
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iI'

V (b) Top view of diffracted ray (c) Side view of surface diffracted
tube indicating the diver- ray tube and the unit normal
gence of the rays and the and tangent vectors at Q' and
unit binormal vectors at Q.

Q' and Q.
Figure 4. Surface diffracted ray tube and ray coordinates

* Ifor the shadow region.
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from the source dN(Q') at Q' traverses a qeodesic nath Q'O on the

surface, and Dropagates along the geodesic '"naent at Q toward the field
oolnt Ps. The field dE at Ps can be expressed in terms of the field at

a reference point P0 by [3]

ddP 2-ks 0  2 3

d (s ) s d
SP1+s 0 P20s

where

Pi and are the principal radii of curvatures of the wavefront
at P2;

and O[m- 2,m" 3... 1 are the higher order terms.

From Figure 4, it is seen that if the reference point P. is moved to the

curved surface diffraction point Q, then p d-, PdPc and s s. Since
d[(P s ) is independent of the reference point P. it follows that

lim d dW(P0 ) = IC Q (2)

Pi Q -*

then,

dES(Ps (0 +s(p4S) e-ks (3)

Furthermore, tEm(Q',Q) can be related to the source strenqth dPW at Q'
by e

(Q',O) = d- (Q')'(Q',Q) 
(4)

where TW(Q',Q) is given by [3)

8



ITm(Q Q) -T I(Q')H"I-IT 2(Q )S+'T 3(Q')S-'IT4(Q')H
I

(U(5)

!g

i
Sfe(Q',Q) [n'nT5(Q')H+'ItT6(Q')S] e-

Jkt

p (Q) 1/6

Here (t',b') and (t,n,b) are the tangent, normal and binormal unit
vectors to the surface at the source point (Q').and diffraction point
(Q), respectively. As seen from Figure 4, t x n = b and t' x n' - 6'.

IThe quantities T1(Q'),.-,T 6(Q') are the torsion factors at Q' and are
given in Table 1. Also,

H - g(C) (7)

1. with
1 = . 'r" and (9)

g -exp(-j2w/3) w2(T)

" ".,exP(-J-r,)g(E) = d T (1o)
-exp(-j2w/3) w2 

-)

which are known as the acoustic hard and soft Fock functions. The Fock
type Airy function is given by

w,(T) - ' dt.exp (rt-t 3/3) (11)w2(T = -expXj2r/ 3)

U9
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I and wI(T) is the derivative of w2(T) with respect to T. The Fock para-[ meter for the shadow region is given by [3]

.Q (12m(t))

with 
k

M(V) *[. 2](13)
Here a (t') is the surface radius of curvature along the ray path at t'.
The witth of the surface ray tube at Q, dn(Q), is given by

dn(Q) - pcd* (14)

The parameters Zo and t are defined as the free space wave impedance
and geodesic arc legth from Q1 to Q, respectively.

Combining Equations (3)-(14). the n and b directed components of
.dt(P s ) are given by [3)

(a) drm(q') case:

S(  1/6 do 1

i e 'j k S + O [m ' ) ( 1 )

lidF--(P 3 ) - [~. (dT~vwb)ToS(dm't' )S] *-k• (')- 1/6.kp (Q') -1/6

1Z T eJkS+o[m 2 m 3  
(16)

I
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(b) d-e(Q') case:

-jkZ (Q') -l/6d* 1

e"i s O~"] (17) 1

dEb(Ps) "jkZ° -T Se- jktr 1/6 U
0 dP(Q'I)0sej gtJS.. F /Pc)e -W-- 9 Q 3V ,Is (oc+s)

e-'iks+O[m 2] (18)

where To=T(Q')Pg(Q') with T(Q') being the surface torsion at the source
location (refer to Table 1).

C. LIT REGION

From geometrical optics, the source dNi(Q') at Q' excites waves
which propagate along straight line ray patht from the source to field
point in the lit region. As shown in Figure 5, the field dI(P L) at
point PL is expressed by

1 2 e +Om1 ,m 3 1 (19)

Since Q' is the only caustic of the incident rays, the principal radii

of curvature p, and 02 associated with the incident wavefront at Po are
identical, I. e., pl0.2 PL r d'm is independent of

P 1%,2 p1  Futero e( L
the reference point Po. If Po is chosen to be at Q', it follows that

lim P1d (Po) = -W (20)

s0

12
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* *, ~*.c 
iCONVEX
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(b)

* j* Figure 5. Ray tube and ray coordinates.
I(b

should exist. Thus, Lj can be related to dl(Q') by [3]

* *! L dN(Q').Tl (2

ii Equations (19)-(21) are, then, conbtned to yield

SMAe -Jks -2-3 (

*L(PL) 'dr(Q,) .T . o mS +... (22)

I [bnA+t jbB+b ,lbC+tnD3 (23)

1I| 13
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-jkZ 0(24)
Te - (n nM+nbN)

with A, B, C, 0, M, and N are defined in Table 2. Not tht L"'P)

decoupled into n and b components as follows:U

(a) dF (Q') case:

dE n(P) =j [LS (dP .b)(Ht+To R~osei + (dPl,.t1TFcose'

e-__ As+O2 1(25) 1

-js

b -jkZ [Id 2 1iS -
dEe(PL .;-dP F+((Q^ )si (T Fco e i-+~~~(7
dE (L) = m7-k ~~I(8

(b d e(QQ)Sicase:

Ht VE g~)e 1 (29)

S = Etjry )eL (30)

14



. and1. a - ml)cose1  (31)

"'((Q) 2 (32)i. me'l' ) " (+TO62cos~e )1

The angle e is defined by .S coseI as shewn In Fclure 5. Also,

F . S-H cose (33)
I+To2cos 2 0

as defined in Table 11.

*ISE (PON LIT RIEGION)

*LOT 04 4kCAB3 on so6 IAI[

A a c - F

1 "'*1:F~m# ,J-,'F~m'D v*F iF a .e'. s t-.J-.*'1
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D. PATTERN FACTORS

The solutions for short magnetic or electric dipoles have been
given in part (B) and (C). One approach to analyze an extended aperture
or linear antenna problem is to integrate the above solutions over the
source distribution, if it is known. This is an application of the
superposition theorem, and one approximates the source distribution by
an array of short magnetic (or electric) dipoles on the conducting
surface. This is an accurate solution, however, rather tedious. A

more efficient approach is to modify d]5e(Q') as shown in Reference 5 j
such that

(a) in the shadow region:

IT 1
Fe--n'lcos(kB) kA5Il-(!4 -t') P1 -b

=(

(b) in the lit region:

B cos(t sine (P ;t)) sin(rine (P.
2BA (36)

7r v-~sn1 P~i 2
I~i ne ('.. b)

-Fe  cos(kLn's)2-cos(kL) (37)

Here PM a unit vector in the direction of magnetic current moment,

A,B = the length of the short and long sides of the slot, and

L = the length of the monopole.

It is noted that L is not to exceed a quarter wavelength for the
solutions to be valid.

16
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E. SPHEROID SURFACE PARAMETERS

The formulations in sections (B)-(D) are used to solve for the
I. radiated fields of antennas mounted on a prolate spheroid. Using the

spheroid geometry shown in Figure 6, the surface is defined by

R(e,#) = R(e)sinecosfx+R(e)sinestnly +R(e)cosez (38)

with

R ac (39)

J~cos 2e+c2sin2e

or,

R(v, ) a cosvcos~x + a cosvslny + c sinvz (40)

with
C cose

tanv c ce (41)

The "v" parameter is introduced because of its convenience in
T'- analyzing elliptic geometries.

Considering a ray which propagates along a geodesic path QIQ on
the spher9idal surface as shown in Figure 7, the three unit vectors
t, n and b are, as defined earlier, the geodesic tangent, outward
surface normal and binormal al any point along the geodesic path. The
outward surface unit normal (n) Is obtained from[ 4 4

n RxRv (42)

Lwhere

Rv -a sinvcos#, - a sinvsin#.y + c cosvi

I and

~=R* -- a cosvstnfX^ + a cosvcos~y

17
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Then, coscos + c cosvsiN;+ a sinvz

n -(43)

a2 sln 2V + c 2cos2v

The normal curvatures K on the surface are evaluated by introducing
the first and second fuRdamental forms of differential geometry [4]
such that

n Ldt2 + 2Md¢dv + Ndv 2  (44)
EdO2 + 2Fdodv + Gdv 2

where

L R- N, M iN, N

E F = . V , G = V .v v

and

N =-n

It can be shown that

Roo = -a ccsvcos~x - a cosvsinoy

R v = a sinvsinox - a sinvcoscy , and

I V = -a cosvcosox - a cosvsiny - c sinvz

After some algebraic manipulation, one obtains

L ac cos 2v/a 2sin2v + c2cos 2v

M= 0

20
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I. N =ada~sin v + C Cos V

E = a2cos 2V

F=O

G = a2sin 2V + C2Cos 2V

The two principal curvatures on the surface are, then, given by

K1 = LIE = c (45)

a asin2V + c2cos2v

and

ac (46)22=  I 2.46)

(a sin V + c2cos 2v) 31 2

which can, also, be expressed as

= c a2cos2e + c2sln 2e (47)

KI =a a 
4cos 2e + c4sin 2e

and
K = ac(a 2cos2e + c2sin 20)312  (48)

(a4cos 2e + c4sin 2e) 3/2

It is noticed that R= and R, = Las found in Table I. Since

F=M=O, the directions R and are in the principal surface

directions [4] which are expressed by I'12 and are associated with KI

and K2 , respectively, as shown in Figure 7. If B denotes the angle

between t and I' thenIA
t =lTCO + T2 sinB . (49)

1 21
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From Euler's theorem, the normal curvature along the geodesic path is

specified by

Kg a KICOS 2 8 + .2sin2  (50)

with the radius of curvature (p ) being !/rg.

The torsion term (T.) introduced in Section (B) is given by

T( = T*Pg (51)

where the surface torsion is given by

T - si2B (K2 cK) (52)

with K, and K'2 being defined in Equations (45)-(48). [

22
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J CHAPTER III

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE AND PERTURBATION METHOD

1 A. INTRODUCTION

It is seen that, for an antenna mounted on a spheroid, the
jsolution in the lit region is relatively straightforward. On the other

hand, the geodesic paths associated with the GTD solution in the shadow
-- region are extremely complex. Previous studies (2] employed calculus

of variations or tensor analysis to calculate the ceodesic Daths which
resulted in very inefficient solutions. An efficient numerical
approach is examined in this chapter with the spheroid simulated by a
perturbed cone or cylinder model. In that the cone and cylinder are
developed surfaces, geodesics are, then efficient to solve. Given a
radiation direction (et,ft), one can find the final diffraction point

-: (OQ,¢Q) by following the geodesic path, step by step, until the

geodesic tangent coincides with (et,*4). This is a rather tedious and
-. time consuming process if applied fo each new radiation direction.

Considering a new radiation direction does not deviate greatly from the
previous direction, one should be able to develop a solution which uses
the properties of the surface and the previous geodesic path to find
the new diffraction point. Such an approach is applied here to make
this solution as efficient as possible.

rSince the field decays exponentially along the ray path on the
surface, it is assumed that only one or possibly two dominant rays
exist in the problems treated.

B. SURFACE GEODESICS

The geodesics on the cylinder, cone and spheroid are examined inAi this section.

(a) Cylinder case:

The circuiar cylinder geometry used for this study is shown in
Figure 8(a). Since the cylinder is a developed surface, the geodesic
path Q'Q is a straight line on the unfolded planar surface. As shown
in Figure 8(b), the geodesic unit tangent t is given by

.1 #€cosy + zsiny (53)

.23
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(a) TRUE CYLINDER

Q A

n, A

A
b

(b) UNFOLDED PLANAR SURFACE

Figure 8. Geodesic path on a developed cylinder.
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where

. -si n#x+cos#y. (54)

It is noticed that # and z are the two principal directions on the
cylinder surface. For a given geodesic Q'Q, one can see that y is a
constant along the geodesic path.

(b) Cone case:

Consider a ray propagates along a geodesic path Q'Q on the cone
surface as shown in Figure 9(a) which is a straight line on the
unfolded planar surface as shown in Figure 9(b) since the cone is a
developgd surface. Applying the same technique as in Section II-(E),
t and # are the two principal directions on the surface. The geodesic
u it tangent t is, then, represented by

t = *coso+tesins (55)

where

te a "XeSin+zcosa , (56)

Xe = cosfx+sin~y, (57)

and 8 is the half cone angle as shown in Figure 9(a). Note that B is
no longer a constant along the geodesic path Q'Q.

(c) Spheroid case:

Recall that the prolate spheroid surface Is defined by

1(v.#) -a cosvcos#x + a cosvsinfy + c sinvz

with

tanv -c cose
a sine

25
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0i

- b

(b) UNFOLDED PLANAR SURFACE j

Figure 9. Geodesic path on a developed cone.
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Figure 10(b). Elliptic profile
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a From Section II-(E), it was found that the principal directions were

given by A# and 9. As seen In Figure 10(a) and (b) the unit vectors
In the principal directions can be represented by

tr A */14I1 -xsins + ycos# (58)

te= = Xesin+zcos8

-a sinv;e + C CosvZ (59)

a2sIn2v+c2 cos 2v

with

Xe cosfx+stn¢y (60)

It is noticed that tr Is merely * If a denotes the angle between tr

and the geodesic unit tangent t, then

t = trcosB+tesin , (61)

which is identical to the form used for the cylinder and cone geodesics.
This suggests that one might be able to develop a perturbation
solution which gives a simplified form for 0 on a spheroid using the
cylinder or cone expressions for B.*!
C. CYLINDER PERTURBATION

In order to solve for the geodesics on a prolate spheroid, the
cylinder perturbation technique is used when the source is located at
e =900. As shown in Figure 11, the cylinder is perturbed by bending it
aound the spheroid, and the geodesics are to be resolved on thisperturbed cylinder model. Note that the source position is assumed tobe in the *s=O plane, in that different #s locations can be dealt with

t 1by simply rotating the pattern axes.

Recalling that y is a constant along a given geodesic path Q'Q on
the perturbed cylinder in Figure 11, one obtains a geodesic equation
given by
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tan -Se (62)

with Srua#. The elliptic cross-section in the Xe-Z plane Is described
by

xe = a cosv'

z = c sinI'

therefore,

e =" 2sin2v'+c 2cos2v dv ,
0

Thus, Equation (62) becomes

tany = sin 2Cos V'dv' (63)

with -l<y<_, and -w<_c,v . At the diffraction point Q. the radiation

[direction (eto t) should coincide with the geodesic tangent t given in

Equation (61). Thus,

xslnetcos~t+ysnetsno t+zcoset

+ lI" trcosy+tetY (64)

I Equating the x-, y-, and z-components respectively, one obtains
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-sxncossiny stnetcost (65)

ta2sin v+C2Cos 2V

ty : cos~cosy a sinysintsiny . stnetsin t (66)

sn v+c 2cos

c cosvsiny (6
tz : a2sin2v+c2cos2v cose t  (67)

Now, tycoss - tx sinf yields

cosy = sinetsin(.t-,) . (68)

Equation (67) is divided by (68) to give

c cosvtany _ cot et

a2 sin 2 v+c 2Cos 2 V sin(yfl

By combining Equation (63) with the above expression, one obtains the

following:
2

f(et,ftv,#) = c cosvsin(#t-l)foa 2sin 2 V+c2cos2V'dv'

-afcotet.)a 2sln 2 V+c2cos 2v

= 0 (69)

Next, Equations (67) and (68) are squared, which gives
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c2 cos 2 vsin 2 Y = cos2ot(a2 sin 2V+ C2COS2V)

cos 2y = sin 2etsin2 (Ot-)

From the above two expressions, one obtains

c2co 2v cos2 t(a2sin 2v+c
2 cos2 ) + c2cos2 vsin2etsin

2 (t-)

Another function is, then, defined by

g(et,¢tsvo) = cos2et(a2 sin 2V+c2cos2V) + c2cos 2 )sin 2etsin 2 (t-0)

C2 cos 2 = . (70)

Provided that one has obtained a diffraction point (vo) for a
radiation direction (o,¢t), a numerical technique can now be developed

from Equations (69) and (70) to solve for (v+Av,¢+Ao) associated with a

new radiation direction (et+Aet,¢t+Aot). Assuming that the ith set of

(et,,t~v,¢) is first known to satisfy fi=gi=O, or at least

approximately so, the next set (et+A8t,ot+A~t,v+Av',+Ao) is obtained by

enforcing fi+l=gi+ =0, such that
T-

fl+= f i+fet AOt +f tAot+fvAv+f A¢ 0 , and[
l+l gg tt+ AeA v+g 4 ¢  0

I In matrix form, it is given by

Ii'

Lb '  I I l "o. = _

i-a -__ _ _•. . . .. . ..



[f f] AV1 r~ -f e -f, ()
Vet t i

Li J. L lL go t

Note that the partial derivatives are given by the following:

= c !ifl(4-t )F-sinvfvj a2sin 2V'+c2 Cos2 V'dvI
0

+ cosv-* . sin v+c cos v

+ ±(c2 a )sin2v-cot~t/Ia sin v+c cos'v

=-C 2Vcf .)J 2sn 2v +C2 Cos2 V'dv'
0

-ala 2sin2v+c2 Cos 2 VCotEO

fo = a~sE ,asn2+2Cs2

f0t=c cosvcos(q.-)1 0 a2sin 2v'+c2cos 2 Vdv' i

2 2. 2 2 2

get=-sin~et[a sin v+c cos vcos2to]

9 = c~cos2vsin 2Otsin2 O-0

Therefore, one obtains (Av,AO) for a known (Aet.A~t), using
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Equation (71). In order to determine the initial diffraction point

(v, ) for a radiation direction (8t,t), one can always assume a

diffraction point at the source (v,c) a (0,0) with the radiation

dircctfon (et+,±)• and gradually add increments (AetA~t) until the

desired radiation direction (Ot,¢t) is reached. After the initial

diffraction point is identified by (v,f); y, and therefore, the
geodesic path is determined by Equation (63). Such a numerical
approach is illustrated in Figure 11. Note that one need not trace out
the complete geodesic path from the source location to the diffraction
point for each new radiation direction. As shown in Figure 11, the
diffraction point (v+Av,O+A¢) for the next radiation direction is
determined from (vf), using Equation (71), if (Aet,Aft) are small

which is the case when a complete radiation pattern is computed.

After the geodesic path is determined, various other parameters
associated with Equations (15)-(18) must be found. The Fock parameter
t of Equation (12) is given by

t Q kp 1/3

where the integral is evaluated along the geodesic path. Note that

z is the arc length along the geodesic and given by

9,Se  =S r

siny cosy

Therefore,

1 2s c co2d
=t sny a sin 2  2~~o 2d

or,

Idt = cosy aft

and the integration can be rewritten as

35
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v kp 1/312 2

siny 1 V a(..i 2 sin 2V +c2cos 2 Vdv' (72)

orop

a kp 1/3 (3

where~ Pg = / 9cO2

whee g I(Klcs1 Y+ic2sin 2y), and 'K1" 2 are given in Equations (45),

and (46).

Next, the ray divergence factor ]*dT0 sdfnd stecag

in the separation of adjacent surface rays, and it can be found from a

numerical approach by setting 1=constant. The ray geometry is shown in
Figure 12.

FOIurTS 2 Ilsrtono te spreAdIO

fato GEDSCd )trs
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. 1
I Now, Equation (62) is rewritten as

Sr co ty

I Sr

therefore,

7 dS * -cSc dy(.SZ) 31Z r

S
or

ado =-csc ydy

Se

For a known dyudo, usually set equal to 10, do can, then, be

determined. Also,

tan(y+dy) Se+ Ia2s n2V+c 2 dv(
n y Sr+ado (74)

1. The diffraction point (v+dv,*+d#) of the adjacent ray is, then,

obtained from the above equation. The radiation direction of theI1 adjacent ray is given by

I. t j cos(y+dy)+ta sin(y+dy)

Recalling that the original radiation direction is

t t rCOSYr+t eSiny ,

[ then one obtains
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cos(d*) - o-a (75)

In other words,

d*(Q )

d*(Q) cos (t-ta)

where dy can be conveniently chosen as 10.

This completes the cylinder perturbation solution, which is
applied if the antenna is mounted on the mid-section of the prolate
spheroid (e s=900, in Figure 1 ).

0. CONE PERTURBATION

When the source is not located at the mid-section (e 900, in
Figure 14), the cone perturbation model is used. As shownin
Figure 13(a), the spheroid is modeled by a perturbed cone. The
associated unfolded surface is shown in Figure 13(b). If y and s
denote the angle between t and tr at Q' and Q respectively, it is seen
in Section III-(B) that they are not the same as in the cylinder case.
In fact,

B = y- (76)

where
Sr al£

r r
a coses

with a' acosv s and tanv s =c sines • With some manipulation, one can

show that

(r-Se )cos(y-) = r cosy (77)

where
e VS

e  lsa~sln2v'+cos2vdv3
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r cosys(r -Se) cos acz

Figure 13(b). Geodesic path on the unfolded cone.
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5 At the di ffraction point (v,J), the radiation direction (Ot..t)
coincides with the geodesic tangent t, and one obtains

-x: sin~cos(ytt)- a sinvcostsin(y-,) =sinetcosf,

Ia 2si2v+c2 COsv

t ccossc t) a sinvsinfsin(y A) =sine tinft

Y ja2sn2v+c2 Cos 2V,

t.c cosvsin(Y-(z) =cose~
l a2sin 2v+cC 2 sv

Now, ty coso-txsln. yields

$cos(Y-a) =sine sin(.t- ) (78)

Using (txcosf+t Y sin.)/tz gives

- tanv = taeCSf-)(790)

Three functions can, then, be constructed as follows fromi Equations[ (77)-(79):

If(v,ct,y) -(r-Se)cos(y-oL)-rcosy - 0 (80)

g(e,.t,a.ir) =cos(yf-a)-sinetsin(*t- r =0()

h(8toot~vto) -a cosetsinv + c siflotcos\ cos(Ot - ar) (82)

Using the increment methiod again, one uses
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f 0f +fhv+foify 0

i~ ~I I Aa=

Lh 0 Ay [-h 1-h 0 Ae - t1t (83)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated using the last radiation

direction results (et,,t,v,.) and are given as follows: 1

fV = -ja 2 iv Vc2 Cos Vo(y-)

faz = (r-S e)sin(y-a)

fy= -(r-S e )sln(y-a)+rslny

ge = SIfl(Y-a) + ir sine t i7

gy = -sln(y-a) [
90= -coset sin(,t -0-, a) 1
9t sinetcos(,t ra)[

hi = a cose t cosv-c sine tsinvcos(.t i r a)G
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01 a t j~~

h -a sine sinv + c cos6. cosvco5 (ft r

hot -c sine cosvsin(,t - i'- a)

£It Is seen that one can solve for (Av,Aa,Ay), for a known (e.o)
using Equation (83). To obtain a diffraction point (v,o) for a
radiation direction (e o, ), one can always assume the first
diffraction point is d tRe source (v,o)=(v5,O) with the radiation
direction (.7, ±j), and gradually add the increments (aetAot) until the
final radiation direction (et,ot) is reached. Again, one need not

start out from the source everytime, but obtains the new solution
J directly from Equation (83), provided that the new radiation direction
1.. does not deviate greatly from the previous direction.

The geodesic arc length is obtained from either of the following
equations:

jtcos-Y = (r-S e )sint or
(84)

isiny = r-(r-Se)cosct

Therefore,

[dL = r cos da ,or

2 22
ft = ja'sin V+C Cos v dv

sin(y-a)

and the Fock parameter t is obtained by integrating along v ormc, i.e.,

f 1 kp 1/3
coy Ida' ,or (85)
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v kp) 1/3 a2st n2v +c2cos 2

0 9( siny-a') dV (86)

To evaluate the ray divergence factorl d (Q; 1 an adjacent

surface ray is to be determined as done in the previous section.
Differentiating Equation (84) with =constant, one obtains

tsinydy = sinaJia2sin2v+c2cos2vdv - (r-Se )cosada,

xcosydy = coscja2sin2v+c2cos2vdv + (r-Se)Sincida, or

ssina/a2sin2v+c2cos 2v -(r-Se )cos d isiny
- - dy

_cosctJa2sin2v+c2cos2v r-Se )sina[ do Ltcosy

For a given dy=d* , which is usually set equal to 10, one can find the
diffraction point (v+dv,f+d ) of the adjacent ray using the above
equation. The radiation direction of the adjacent ray is then given by.J

= cos(a+dB)+t esin(o+dB) (

where a = y-a and dB = dy-d. With the original radiation direction
given by

t= trCOS+tesins , then

'd*(Ql) / y

1WsT.a)'

This completes the cone perturbation ndel used to compute the
geodesic ray paths on the prolate spheroid provided the source is not
mounted on the mid-section of the prolate spheroid.
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4.

CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The solutions presented in the previous chapters are employed
here to compute the far field radiation patterns for slots or monopoles
mounted on a prolate spheroid. Various conical patterns are calculated
and compared with the measurements.

To show the validitg of the cylinder perturbation solution, the
source is placed at es=90 as shown in Figure 14. To examine different
conical pattern cuts, a cartesian coordinate system x'-y'-z' originally
defining the spheroid geometry in Figure 14 is now rotated into x-y-z
as shown in Figure 15. Note that the new cartesian coordinates are
found by first rotating about the z' axis the angle * and then about
the y-axis the angle ec . The pattern is, then, takeh in the x-y-z
coordinate system with c; fixed and * varied.

Calculated and measured azimuth-plane (0 :900 , 4, 0° , e=90)
patterns for a short monopole and a circumferential sl~t antenna
located at e =900 =00 on a 2xx4x spheroid are shown in Figure 16(a)
and (b). He~e(, :°) denotes the source location ig the original
x'-y'-z' coordinite §ystem. More results with ec= 90 ,  r'00 , but
different values of e are shown in Fiqures 16(c) and (d). It Is notedi
that, when e>900, the patterns are actually taken entirely in the
shadow region.

I.

The geodesic paths and tangents associated with this source posi-
tion are shown in Figure 17(a)(b) and compared with the more elaborate
work done by Burnside [2]. Note that the predicted geodesic paths
coincide with each other in the near region close to the source.
Actuallythe Fock functions associated with the solutions drop more
than 20 db, as the Fock parameter (t) reaches 2.5 in the deep shadow
region (6]. This clearly shows the sionificant portion of the
surface as discussed in Chapter 1.

oSeveral measurements were taken for a short monopole placed at
o=30 , =0 to compare with the cone perturbation solution. Calcula-
t and tJasured azimuth-plane (e,=900, oc=00 , e=900) patterns are
shown in Figure 18. The results re seen to agree very well with each
other. The calculated geodesic paths and tangents for this case are
shown in Figure 19(a)(b).

Next, a roll plane pattern (ec=O0 , fc=00 , 0=900) was examined.
The calculated and measured results for E and E are shown in
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Figure 20, where only one ray is employed in the calculation. However,
the one-dominant-ray assumption is not adequate in this case, as there
actually exists four significant GTD terms on a spheroid [2] as shown
in Figure 21. The single exponentially decaying field contributed from
either ray 1 or ray 2 is shown in Figure 22. If one includes ray I
and 2 in the solution, one obtains the characteristic interference
pattern shown in Figure 23. One would expect that the further inclusion
of the third and even the fourth ray shown in Figure 21 might make the
results agree better. However, ray 3 and 4 fall into the so-called
caustic region where virtually an infinite set of rays have significant
effects on the pattern, and the basic GTD theory fails. In Figure
19(b), one can see that rays just simply collapse in these caustic
regions.

The Ee pattern in the elevation plane (O=900, f =900, 6=900) is
essentially negligible; whereas, the dominant%¢ I . n in Figure 24.

Here the caustic effect, which is associated with 0 is suppressed

artificially so that one does not observe the sharp spikes normally
attributed to a caustics. The discontinuities in the pattern result
from the fact that various ray trajectories are included in different

sectors of the pattern. As shown in Figure 25, to remove the ray
tracing problems close to the caustic regions, a cone is used as aboundary that defines whether two rays (ray I and 2) are to be included

in the solution. It is understood that the results do not match in
some regions, however, in that the caustic effect still remains
unre solved. .

To avoid the caustic effect, the pattern is taken again with the
spheroid rotated by 45 (i.e., e =900 , f =450, e=900). The results
shown in Figure 26 are again seen to agree very well even with only one

dominant ray considered.

One has to be reminded that the results shown above are all donefor a very stringent case, i.e. the spheroid is small electrically and .

the spheroid is approaching a sphere. To model an aircraft or missile
fuselage in a physical sense, the electric dimensions of a spheroidwould be much larger than the ones chosen, i.e., 2xx4x. It is noticed(

that the source location Os=300 was also chosen too close to the end of
the spheroid. If more realistic aircraft or missile fuselagedimensions were employed, one would expect that the results would be

improved a great deal. On the other hand, it is useful to make such
comparisons between measured and calculated results. Althoughdiscrepancies do occur in some cases, they only happen when the caustic
effects come into play. However, the caustic effects associated with
this type of caustic still remains an unsolved problem.

More calculated examples are shown in Figure 27-35. The algorithmI

boundaries shown in Fiore 25 are used in determininq whether one or
two rays are used in the solution. Note that a12 is defined automati-
cally by the numerical solution. This is done ' by determininq the
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caustic angle in the elevation pattern (s ) and adding a few additional
degrees to that value, i.e. o =o +AB whee 20 <AO< 0 ° . One would
expect to observe slight disc ntiities somewhere, because various
numbers of rays are included in different regions. Note that these
results represent much more realistic fuselage shapes and dimensions.

I
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8= 90*'

dB JP %k

0 36 72 108 144 I80
~(DEGREES)

Figure 16(a). Azimuth plane patterns (0 c 900, yto 0

0=900) for a short monopole mounted at
es=90 0 on a 2xx4x spheroid. I
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Ffrure 16(b). Azimuth plane patterns (eCZ90r c
e-900) for a circumferential slot (A=0.291X,I 8=0.624A) mounted at 6 S900 an a 2xx4x
spheroid.
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0 672 108 144 180
*(DEGREES)

Figure 16(c). Conical patterns (OC=900  *j00o 0=1000)
for a circumferential slot (A=0.29lN,
B=0.624x) mounted at 0 =900 on aI
2xx4x spheroid.
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PERTURBATION

- - -REF. (2)

y2800

*5150

0 so0e 90
*Q (DEGREES)

Figure 17(a). Geodesic path defined by the surface param~eters
(00Q),for a source mounted at Oe *900 on a

2xx4x spheroid. Note that y is the angle between
the geodesic tangent t and one principal direction
tr at the source location.
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Figure 19(a). Geodesic path defined by the surface Barameters
( O )for a source mounted at 9 =30 on a

2)x4A spheroid. Note that y Is the angle
between the geodesic,,tangent t and one

principal direction tr at the source location.
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/
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0 90 180 270 360

Figure 19(b). Geodesic tangent defined by the radial vector
direction (et,+t) for a source mounted at

9s, 0° on a 2Ax4A spheroid. Note that y is

the angle between the geodesic tangent t and
one principal direction tr at the source
location.
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Figure 21. The four dominant GTD terms that radiate at1 (e-900, 4-1450).
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RAY 2

Figure 22. The single decaying ray for a major
polari zation.
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TANGENT PLANE
TO SOURCE

(/ LIT REGION

I -RAY REGION

Figure 25. Cone boundary used to define terms to be
included in the shadow region.
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(a) e C00, = C900, 8=900 (b) 8 =300, Y 900, 0e-go

eO=6O09,*#cg90,e=900

(d) ec=900, *c=90O, e=900  (e) ec=90o, OcZ00 , 8=900

Figure 27. Radiati on patterns for a short monopole mountedI at 8s=300 on a 2xx4x spheroid.
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(a) e CU0 0,Y900 e=90O (b) e -30 0 Y 900, e0900

-- Ee

(c)e=60 0, *rqno 0.e90 0

0 0
(d) O%=900, *CZ90 ,er9 (e) e69~ 1~O. =o

Figure 28. Radiation patterns for a short muonopole miounted
at e =600 on a 2xx4x spheroid.
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(a 0 *=90~ e=90 (b) e C=0 * =900 a =9Q0

(C O60 0 C9089 0 0

(d) ec=900, *Y9O , 0=90 (e) ec=9 0~0 C0, 0.900

Figure 29. Radiation patterns for a short monopole mounted
at *=900 on a 2xx4x spheroid.* I
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(a) e =00 f =900 6=900 (b) e =30 OCM9o0  e =900

(C) e c=600. CZ90O 8=900

(d) o=900 , c=0o o90 (e) O=90, yo e900

at n -=300 on a 2xx10x spheroid.
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(a yo eC90.0900 (b) e c=30 , =9O , 0=900

UE

(C) e%60u, *C =90U, 6=90U

r(d) oc=900  *j 900  6=900 (e) y~900, yo 0, 0=90~

Figure 31. Radiation patterns for a short monopole mounted
at e=600 on a 2xx10 spheroid.
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(a) oc=O Y 9 0 =90 (b) ec3 y 900, =900 ~0L

E

(C) O8 &60u, f* 9 0 U, 6=90U

(d) %zM900, fc90 0=900 (e) 6C900 *C=O0,8

Figure 3.Radiation patterns for a short monopole mounted
at O%=900 on a 2xx10 spheroid.
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(a) e C=0", * j900, 6=900 (b e O =0, 4 =900, e =900

E.
- - - - Ee

(c) 0 =600, Y 900, 0=900

(d) 0 c 900, #C=90, e=900 (e) e =90 , *=O , e=900

Figure 33. Radiation patterns for a short monopole mounted

at es=300 on a 2Ax50A spheroid.
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(a) Y ~O Y90go e=gn 0 0 (beC30 =900

(C) e cj600 , * &=900 , 8=900

(d) e8900 ,,90 e900 (e) 8 =900, * =00, eqgo0

Fi gure 34. Radiation patterns for a short monopole mounted
at e%=60 0 on a 2xx5Ox spheroid.
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-. (a) e C=00  *90, e =900 (b) e 30 * c=90 0 =900

(C) e c=600 *c 9g0 , 0=900

(d) e=90, Y=900, e=900 (e) ec9J00 *... 00 go

Figure 35. Radiation patterns for a short monopole mounted
at 0S=900 on a 2xx50A spheroid.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The object of this study has been to develop an efficient
numerical solution for the high frequency radiation patterns of a
spheroid-mounted antenna. The Geometrical Theory of Diffraction is
used in this study to calculate the radiation patterns. The curved
surface diffraction solutions are discussed in Chapter II, where the
creeping wave solutions in the shadow region are of particular interest.

Cylindlr and cone perturbation methods are presented in
Chapter IIl to simulate the geodesic paths on a spheroid, which in turn
can be used to model an aircraft or missile fuselage. Because the
cylinder and cone are developed surfaces, the geodesic paths can be
found on the unfolded planar surface. For a given radiation direction
in the shadow region, the geodesic path and final diffraction point on
the spheroid can, then, be found via an efficient numerical approach.

The Geometrical Theory of Diffraction is combined with the
perturbation methods in Chapter IV to obtain various radiation patterns.
The measured and calculated results are seen to agree very well except
when a caustic comes into play. However, this type of caustic effect is
still an unsolved problem and is beyond the scope of the present study.

These solutions are very useful in predicting the high frequency
radiation patterns for antennas mounted on a spheroid. The cylinder
and cone perturbation techniques are highly efficient in approximating
the geodesic paths on the spheroid for this problem. Further, this
perturbation method can be extended to more general convex surfaces
such as ellipsoids.
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